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Wireless security system made in Ukraine. The whole production 
cycle in Ukraine.


Sold in Europe, CIS, Australia, Africa.


Wide range of products that are constantly updated.

We are online
Official site:


Blog:


Support:


Social networks:

https://security.u-prox.systems/


https://security.u-prox.systems/en/blog/


https://security.u-prox.systems/en/f-a-q/

Advantages

Radio system: two-way communication with a range of up to 4800 m, several 
lanes and speeds for reservation, auto-tuning of power, auto power adjustment, 
diversion detection, 2 transceivers in the security center, the ability to connect 
repeaters


Communication: use of Wi-Fi and Ethernet with GSM / GPRS redundancy


Usage: 30 independent security groups


Adding devices to the system: easy registration on power-up


Mobile application: separate applications for engineers and users


Web portal: configure and monitoring the status of devices on the web portal


Work with security panels: ContactID is compatible, "classic scheme of work" - 
works with the security company directly

Control panels

Security center with Ethernet and GPRS

Communication distance - up to 4800 m

30 security groups, 60 users

99 detectors, 16 keypads, 

60 key fobs, 8 repeaters

Li-ion battery, up to 24 hours of operation

U-Prox MP

Security center with WiFi and GPRS

Communication distance - up to 4800 m

30 security groups, 60 users

99 detectors, 16 keypads, 

60 key fobs, 8 repeaters

Li-ion battery, up to 24 hours of operation

U-Prox MP WiFi

Security center with WiFi and LTE (4G)

Communication distance - up to 4800 m

30 security groups, 60 users

99 detectors, 16 keypads, 

60 key fobs, 8 repeaters

Li-ion battery, up to 24 hours of operation

U-Prox MP LTE

Motion detectors

Motion sensor with sensitive PIR sensor and 
thermal compensation.

Equipped with insensitive to animals lens. 
Communication distance - up to 4800 m. 
Corner bracket and bracket for wall 
mounting. CR123A battery, up to 5 years of 
operation.

U-Prox PIR

U-Prox PIR Outdoor
Outdoor motion sensor with sensitive PIR 
sensor. Detection distance of objects 
3-15m, viewing angle 90 °.

Antimasking. Communication distance - up 
to 4800 m. 

Universal bracket and hood included 

Immunity to objects up to 80 cm in height. 
Operates up to 5 years on two CR123A 
batteries. Protection degree IP55.

U-Prox PIR Combi
Motion and break glass detector with 
sensitive PIR sensor and microphone. 
Equipped with insensitive to animals lens. 
Analysis of the sound of glass breaking into 
two components. Communication distance 
- up to 4800 m.

Corner bracket and bracket for wall 
mounting.

CR123A battery, up to 5 years of operation.

Motion and break glass detector with 
optical lens “vertical barrier”. Analysis of 
the sound of glass breaking into two 
components. Communication distance - up 
to 4800 m.

Corner bracket and bracket for wall 
mounting.

CR123A battery, up to 5 years of operation.

U-Prox PIR Combi VB

Starter kits

Main unit U-Prox MP

Motion detector U-Prox PIR

Magnetic contact detector U-Prox WDC mini

Keypad U-Prox Keypad G1

U-Prox MP kit

Main unit U-Prox MP WiFi

Motion detector U-Prox PIR

Magnetic contact detector U-Prox WDC mini

Keypad U-Prox Keypad G1

U-Prox MP WiFi kit

U-Prox MP WiFi S kit
Main unit U-Prox MP WiFi

Motion detector U-Prox PIR

Magnetic contact detector U-Prox WDC mini

Key fob U-Prox Keyfob



Flood protection

U-Prox Water
Flood detector, analysis of 4 contacts. 
Communication distance - up to 4800 m.

No installation required.

Two AAA batteries, up to 5 years of 
operation.

U-Prox Valve kit
Wireless valve control device. 
Communication distance - up to 4800 m. 
Wireless solution with full valve power 
supply. "Antioxidation" function, closing 
when arming, opening when disarming. 
KLD20S valve (included) with manual drive. 
Two CR123Abatteries, up to 5 years of 
operation.

Control devices

The keyboard controls one security group. 
Communication distance - up to 4800 m. 
User code - 6 digits. Code “under duress”.

Programmable button. Two AAA batteries, 
up to 2 years of operation.

U-Prox Keypad G1

U-Prox Keypad G4
Keyboard with touch surface. It controls 
four security groups. Communication 
distance - up to 4800 m. User code - 6 digits. 
Code “under duress”. Programmable 
button. 4 AAA alkaline batteries, up to 2 
years of operation.

The key fob has 3 buttons for control and 
light indication.  Communication distance - 
up to 100 m. Programmable button. Can be 
used as an alarm button. CR2032 battery, 
up to 5 years of operation.

U-Prox Keyfob

U-Prox Button
One-button key fob with the possibility of 
stationary installation.

Multi-purpose use (alarm button, patrol 
arrival confirmation, etc.)

Smoke detector

U-Prox Smoke
Wireless smoke detector with light and 
sound alert. Communication distance - up 
to 4800 m. Activation of the alarm on all 
system alarms when at least one of them is 
triggered.

Test mode and automatic sensor 
adjustment.

Operates up to 3 years on two AAA 
batteries.

Assistive devices

U-Prox Extender
Repeater. Doubles the distance from the 
device to the security center, supports up 
to 200 devices. Communication distance - 
up to 4800 m. Automatic relay of devices 
without additional settings. Built-in Li-ion 
battery, 36 hours without power.

U-Prox Multiplexer
Module for connecting wired detectors. 8 
zones, relay, LED, SWA, AUX. Built-in Li-ion 
battery.

U-Prox Wireport
Module  with 3 inputs, designed to

connect wired equipment  to wireless

U-Prox control panel. ALM1, ALM2 (Alarm) 
and TMP (Tamper switch).

U-Prox Relay AC 
Controlled relay with 220V power supply.

U-Prox Relay DC
Controlled relay with 12V power supply

Installer application

U-Prox Installer
Full device configuration from a mobile 
application.

Adding and configuring all wireless 
elements of the system.

Adding system users and setting up mobile 
access.

View the status of wireless elements.

Initial setup of Wi-Fi and other network 
settings from a smartphone.

Checking the quality of radio 
communication and detector triggering.

Firmware update.

Viewing the event log.

Configuring communication with receivers 
of the monitoring center.

Connecting to a security 
company

U-Prox Translator
An application for transferring events from 
devices to any CMS software that supports 
receiving a notification in the Surgard CID 
protocol. The translator receives events 
directly from the devices (not via the cloud), 
converts the events into a standard Surgard 
CID, and sends them to CMS Software.

U-Prox Console
An application for transferring events from 
devices to any CMS software that supports 
receiving a notification in the Surgard CID 
protocol. The console connects to U-Prox 
Cloud cloud services and picks up all events 
from all devices within the security 
company from the cloud, converts these 
events into a standard Surgard CID and 
sends them to CMS Software. 

User application

U-Prox Home
U-Prox Home control application - it is as 
simple as possible and not overloaded with 
unnecessary information.

Control of several devices.

Control of several security groups. Arming, 
arming "Perimeter (night mode)", 
disarming. Alarm button.

Receiving alerts about alarming events, 
arming / disarming. View the log of events 
and system status - battery, signal levels, 
temperatures.

Watch videos from cameras and control 
executive devices.

System user management.

Web portal

U-Prox Installer WEB
Configuring devices using the WEB portal. 
Solutions for stationary monitoring center 
conditions. Without visiting the location, 
you can make a complete setup and check 
the system. 

Convenient work with a large number of 
devices - filters, search, settings templates.

Adding and configuring all wireless system 
elements, users and mobile access settings.

View the state of system elements.

Remote configuration of Wi-Fi and network 
parameters. Checking the quality of radio 
communication and detector triggering.

Firmware update.

Viewing the event log. Configuring 
communication with receivers of the 
monitoring center.

Opening detectors

U-Prox WDC
Wireless magnetic contact detector with 
external LED and reed switch connection 
and used to protect doors and windows. 
Good work on metal surfaces. 
Communication distance - up to 4800 m.  
CR123A battery, up to 5 years of operation.

Sirens

U-Prox Siren
Indoor wireless siren up to 85 dB, volume 
control. Communication range - up to 4800 
m. Light and sound confirmation of the arm 
and disarm.

Has contacts for connection of the external 
indicator and a reed switch.

Operates up to 5 years on two CR123A 
batteries.

U-Prox Siren Outdoor
Outdoor  wireless siren up to 113 dB, 
volume control. Communication range - up 
to 4800 m. Light and sound confirmation of 
the arm and disarm.

External power supply 12V connector.

Protection class ІР65.

Operates up to 5 years on four CR123A 
batteries.
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